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Built for
Automation,
Speed and
Scalability
24SevenOffice offers a powerful ERP system helping you structure
and automate tedious and repetitive tasks for you and for your
employees. Automate +50% of manual work.
A system that covers all your business needs - CRM, Finance and
Accounting, Invoicing, Project Management, Time Registration,
Reporting and Travel Expenses.
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Try accounting
with AI.

“

Now we spend perhaps 80 percent of the time
putting data and numbers into the accounts,
and 20 percent on analysis and advice. In 1-2
years, I think half of the manual processes
associated with the accounts have been
automated.
- CEO of Value Accounting
Some say it will be here in four years, some say later in the future. 24SevenOffice
is already there and we offer automated approval processes and bookkeeping
using artificial intelligence (AI) with our AI Assistant. Get rid of cumbersome and
tedious manual processes and gain a competitive advantage.

24SevenOffice platform video overview

Gain a more efficient and agile everyday life with a modern and genuine cloudbased ERP/accounting system.
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Accounting
system
A powerful accounting system in the cloud
Advanced bookkeeping efficiently

Bookkeeping

The accounting module is the main engine

As soon as the AP is approved and

our system - and it is created for both simple

linked to a project, department or

and advanced bookkeeping. Define freely

custom dimensions, they proceed

which columns you want in your setup and in

to bookkeeping.

which order you want them placed. Keyboard
shortcuts lets you work super-fast.

Automated processes and workflow
Take advantage of the AI technology
and all the possibilities to streamline
and automate workflow and document
flow.

AP workflow

Banking and payment

Get rid of the paper vouchers once and

Run payments directly from the

for all – experience a digital and

system and close open records.

paperless everyday life, where all

Experience having updated

vouchers are traceable with drill-down

customer/vendor ledgers and the

functionality to the voucher level.

bank always reconciled.
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Accounting system…
Travel expenses and travel log

AI and OCR

All of your employees can easily submit

All incoming documents are automatically

travel expenses and travel logs

read, interpreted and entered into the system.

seamlessly from their smartphones.

Accountant reviews the journal entries.

Billing

Automated bookkeeping

Set up recurring invoices to automate

All outgoing invoices are automatically

your AP workflow. Select your

bookkept when the customer works and

distribution method and press

processes their billing in the same system as

"invoice."Customize the billing user

the accountant.

interface for simple or advanced use.
Approval

Reporting and advice

Customers can forward APs on

An important prerequisite for an accountant

approval flows, so that the right

is the ability to advise a customer and that

person or manager can approve the

the accountant understands the company's

vouchers and costs on an ongoing

financial situation and status.

basis.

Get access to standard and customized
reports.

AR workflow

Payments and reconciliation

Customize setup and fully automate

Payments are automatically

invoicing.

matched against customer/vendor

Learn from you. Works for you.
The AI continuously learns how you and
your team works (Machine learning). The
system utilizes big data and learns at a
macro level across all clients.
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ledger in the system.

AI
Assistant
With AI Assistant, your company can utilize algorithms and
machine learning as a competitive advantage - and fully
automate many of the traditional accounting processes
Automate

Continuous learning and optimization

The system will understand who the invoice is

AI Assistant absorbs all learning at big

from, and each individual product lines. The

data and customer level and optimizes

solution can automatically process a large

the process continuously.

proportion of the invoices you currently
bookkeep manually.
Learn from you. Works for you.

Deep insight into the financials.

The AI continuously learns how you and

The AI reads and interprets at line

your team work. The system utilizes big

item level, meaning you will capture

data and learns at a macro level across

data all the way down to down to the

all modules.

item line level.

You maintain control

Automated approval flow

Invoices ready for bookkeeping are
prepared in a list for a manual check. This
is to make you familiar with the AI
Assistant and be able to rely fully on it.
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With the solution, all incoming invoices can
be automatically sent on approval
processes. Avoid invoices piling up – or
worse, having to deal with debt collectors.

Going 100% Cloud
The benefit of the AI Assistant and Recurring Invoices
NACC is a nonprofit mutual benefit corporation that facilitates trade, goodwill, and
opportunities in trade, business, financial, and professional interests to its members
through sponsored events. Headquartered in New York, NACC has eight active
chapters in the United States: Chicago, Los Angeles, Houston, Miami, Minneapolis,
Seattle, Philadelphia and Washington, D.C.

NACC previously used QuickBooks Desktop for accounting, as well as
ChamberMaster, a third-party system, for billing and keeping track of their members.
This solution was inefficient and expensive, causing major headaches for the
administrative team of NACC. Billing in one system and bookkeeping the information
in another was time-consuming and prone to error. The organization also required an
accountant to “clean up” the books at the end of each year, which felt unnecessary
and was very expensive. For these reasons, NACC decided to go for 24SevenOffice to
streamline and automate their manual accounting processes.
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Going 100% Cloud…
As new NACC members sign up on the NACC webpage, the data required for billing is
automatically tracked and registered in the CRM module of 24SevenOffice. This
feature allows NACC to set up recurring invoices for new members in 24SevenOffice
effortlessly with only a few clicks. This is only made possible with a true cloud-based
ERP system that supports any online web integration.

AI
NACC credits 24SevenOffice for
simplifying there workday and
automating most of their tedious and
time-consuming manual tasks.
Furthermore, NACC now has clean and
constantly reconciled books as a result
of utilizing the 24SevenOffice AI
assistant for bookkeeping and the
recurring billing feature for automated
billing.

“Data entry used to consume at least 50% of my time, but now I barely spend a
minute a day entering data at work. All the data is already in the system! The AI
assistant helps us bookkeep every AP and ensures audit-proof books, and we have
all our expenses documented with a picture of the invoice or voucher easily
accessible.”
- NACC General Manager.
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Going 100% Cloud…
Project management
NACC also found great benefit in the
24SevenOffice Project Management module.
NACC previously structured and planned projects
in excel spreadsheets and communicated by
email. Now, all NACC employees create and track
project tasks, use advanced project management
tools, securely share sensitive project files, and
collaborates on project in 24SevenOffice.

“Prior to using 24SevenOffice, we thought such advanced PM tools required big
“enterprise” investment. Now, we have all the tools we need to run our organization,
and this made possible with the 24SevenOffice affordable advanced ERP solution.”
- NACC General Manager.
It used to be close to impossible for NACC to keep track of project expenses and
revenue, but now it feels effortless according to the NACC General Manager. As all
financial data is kept and tracked throughout the entire system, NACC can easily assign
expenses and revenue to projects/events, from a laptop or a smartphone when on the
go. Ultimately, eliminating the manual accounting/bookkeeping and billing tasks, and
the accessibility to advanced project management tools with 24SevenOffice has helped
NACC propel to become a more efficient organization. Perhaps of equal importance, it
has freed up time for the NACC staff to provide quality content and service to all their
members.
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All in one
Synchronize all your data in one place. 24SevenOffice provides
your business with a powerful ERP system with everything
from CRM, Finance and Accounting software, Invoicing,
Project management, Time registration, Reporting and Travel
expenses. You have full control over the processes in your
business from A to Z – in a single, completely integrated
system.
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Modules

ERP Platform

24SevenOffice gives your business a complete SaaS-based ERP system - with Financial and
Accounting system, Project Management, Time Tracking, Mobile and API integration.

AI Accounting
Leverage advanced accounting functionality and AI technology to automate and speed up your
accounting processes. Customize the user interface an efficient accounting workflow.
CRM
A solution that helps you keep track of your customers, sales opportunities, sales
processes, etc. Experience the advantages of a complete ERP system where data flows
seamlessly between all modules. Avoid the tedious work of double entering of information
in multiple systems.
Projects and Tracking
Utilize advanced project management tools - plan your projects with project tasks and infinite
subtasks, create budgets and track revenue/costs per project, assign responsibilities and
collaborate with external project participants, etc.
Integrations
Our system allows you to look at your business processes holistically. With extensive open
API, companies can integrate and set up integrations with their own third-party systems or
chose from hundreds of our standard integrations. Find a way to automate processes with
integrations.
Mobile App
Provides access to most modules on the go. Our app gives access to invoicing, reports,
CRM, projects, AP approval, etc.

24SevenOffice platform video overview
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Integrations
Hello integration, goodbye installation

With an open API, the system can easily integrate with other
solutions. How about setting up an integration with your online
store and have all transactions automatically transferred and
bookkept in 24SevenOffice? Or getting day settlements from
your store directly into the system? 24SevenOffice is fully
integrated with hundreds of systems.
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www.24SevenOffice.com

